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Hey, remember the Nexus S and Google Nexus - the Samsung-made Google phones that launched in 2010 and 2011? Yep... it's been a decade! If a year ago, when the mid-range-like Pixel 5 came out, someone ...

After a 10-year wait, Pixel 6 is the Samsung-powered Google flagship of your dreams
These 10 devices were the most influential phones to stir up the market over the years thanks to their design, features, and impact.

The most influential phones of all time: Phones that had a lasting impact
Let s take a tour of the Google Nexus series, Google Pixel series, and compare Pixel 6 and 6 Pro/XL to some of the exciting upcoming flagships to try and understand why Google decided to abandon the ...

Say Goodbye to the compact Google Pixel flagship & welcome Pixel 6 Pro/XL
Google*/ says its new mobile device ushers in a new era for smart phones. It calls the Nexus One the first super phone. "Wow, I mean this thing is fast. It's very fast. It's very sleek.

Google to sell Nexus One, a 'super' mobile phone
holds up the Nexus One smartphone running on the Google Android platform, the first mobile phone the internet company will sell directly to consumers, during a news conference at Google ...

Google introduces the Nexus One smart phone in Mt. View, California
Qualcomm and Asus have teamed up to make a special smartphone for its army of Snapdragon Insider fans, and it's made to show off the best of the Snapdragon 888.

Qualcomm and Asus have made their own ultimate Android phone
For all the juicy leaks surrounding Google's upcoming Pixel 6 phone, one critically important question remains cryptically answered.

The million-dollar question about Google's Pixel 6
Bowen says families need to reexamine their loved one

s phone choice rather than eliminating a phone altogether. Quite a few problems arise when someone with dementia tries to navigate the functions ...

A Guide To The Best Cell Phones For Seniors With Dementia
This article presents a compilation of nine of the best Oppo phones you can purchase across varying price points in the international market.

These are the best Oppo phones to get this year so far
Both the iPhone 13 and Pixel 6 are expected to arrive in just a few months, setting up a potential showdown this fall between two leading flagship phones. And thanks to a steady stream of rumors, we ...

iPhone 13 vs. Google Pixel 6 preview: Which phone will win?
Google entered the consumer smartphone market in 2016 when it introduced Pixel phones with the

Made by Google

brand. Previously, Google had the Nexus program, which mainly produced reference ...

All Google Pixel phones released so far
Google Nexus 5X, or LG Nexus 5X, whatever you want to call it, is one of two Nexus devices Google ... 2,700mAh battery is available on the inside of this phone. The 12.3-megapixel camera (Sony's ...

Google Nexus 5X
For as much fun as it can be to go hands-on with an over-the-top, preposterously expensive, gimmick-driven flagship phone, I've long held a special ...

Nokia 5.4 review, one month later: Price is a feature
Samsung Google Nexus S is the second iteration of Google's Nexus device. After partnering up with HTC in order to make the Nexus One, Google decided ... is a developer phone we're talking about ...

Samsung Google Nexus S Information:
In 2008, when the Eee PC was revolutionizing the computing world and driving every manufacturer to make cheaper and smaller laptops, Sony washed its hands of the whole thing. The "race to the ...

Nexus 7 review: the best $200 tablet you can buy
with more futuristic tech such as foldable displays available for those who want a cutting-edge cell phone (and who have the deep pockets to pay for one). Samsung's Galaxy line dominates the ...

Best Android phones to buy for 2021
A year ago, Google and Huawei closed out a lawsuit over their co-created Nexus 6P phone by sending out settlement ... I emailed the correct one anyway asking for more information related to ...

Nexus 6P Settlement Sends Another Round of Cash
one problem i recognized , i am not able to charge my Samsung device using Nexus 6 charger. Decent camera quality. else Nexus 6 is a great device. Google Nexus 6 Starts Receiving Android 7.1.1 ...
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